Aiyar, P.S. Siva Swami. **P.S. Siva Swami Aiyar Papers.**
call# mfm/DS/475.2/A565A59

**Colonial Discourses.**

call# mfm/DS/480.83/C65/1986

Coyajee, J. C. **Jehangir Cooverjee Coyajee Collection.**
call# mfm/DS/481/C59A2/1982

call# mfm/F/5004/I53

India Office Records. **Correspondence and Papers of, and Concerning, the Sino-Burmese Boundary Commission.**
call# mfm/DS/528.8/C6153/1990

India Office Records. **Documents of the Colonial Government in Burma Relating to the Shan State: With Some Additional References to the Opium Trade in Burma.**
call# mfm/ds/530.8/S45153/1989

Jayakar, Mukund Ramrao. **Jayakar Papers.**
call# mfm/DS/481/J39A2/1976

Mahendrapratap, Raja. **Raja Mahendra Pratap Papers.**
call# mfm/DS/481/M315M35/1976

Naoroji, Dadabhai, 1825 – 1917. **Dadabhai Naoroji Papers.**
call# mfm/DS/479.1/N25A2/1984

National Archives of India. **List of Proscribed Publications.**
call# mfm/CD/2088/A8N385/1975

**Political Pamphlets from the Indian Subcontinent**
call# mfe/JQ/298/A1P64/1990
Prasad, Rajendra.  *Rajendra Prasad Papers*  
call#  mfm/DS/481/P7A4/1988

Publications Proscribed by the Government of India  
call#  mfm/Z/3208/P6153/1985

Report on Native Newspaper.  
call#  mfm/AN/R428

Sampurnananda, 1891 – 1969.  *Dr. Sampurnand Collection*  
call#  mfm/DS/481/S246S36

Sapru, Tej Bahadur.  *Sapru Papers*  
call#  mfm/DS/S372

Settlement Reports  
call#  mfm/HD/873/S48/1988

Tandon, P.D.  *P. D. Tandon Collections*  
call#  mfm/DS/481/T238A2

United States. Department of State.  *Records of the Department of State relating to internal affairs, India-Pakistan, Political and Governmental Affairs, 1963-1966*  [not yet catalogued]

United States. Office of Strategic Services.  *O.S.S. State Department Intelligence and Research Reports. Pt. 3 China and India; PT. 9 China and India: 1950 – 1961*  
call#  mfm/D/411/U54/1977